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CRIME! 

There is a huge problem with crime in The Netherlands: we don’t have enough criminals. As a result, 

several prisons had to close not only the cells but also their front doors. This has led to unexpected 

unemployment. Actually at the moment there are more than enough alternative jobs for former prison 

personnel, but prison guard seems to be a nice job – because there is nobody there, I guess. Some of 

our criminals still have go to crime-school because they don’t seem understand their profession; see for 

example the guy below that stole two lantern poles and fled over the highway in broad daylight.  

 

As in many other countries, a large share of the crime in The Netherlands is drug-related. Visitors of our 

country often think that everything is free here, but that is not the case. If you buy hash in one of the many 

Amsterdam coffee shops – where you can get anything except coffee – you will be a criminal yourself. 

But you can smoke your joint in the canteen of the police station, because soft drug use of less than 5 

grams will not be punished. The ‘coffee’ shops are left alone by the police as long as they don’t sell their 

customers more than 5 grams per purchase. The heavy criminality is in the large-

scale production and the trade of the drugs.  

By the way, there is also real coffee in Amsterdam, but then behind names such as 

Coffeecompany, Coffee and Coconuts, or Koffie Akademie; check this one out 

http://awesomeamsterdam.com/best-coffee-in-amsterdam/ for some 

recommendations. If you go to the Fietsfabriek you can get a coffee plus a bicycle 

repair plus a haircut.  

In general, crime goes down rather significantly, and this trend is already visible for 

a decade. Amsterdam has become a very safe and friendly city. The depressing 

scenes of heroin addicts near the station are long past. Addicts are considered as 

patients, and those who have recovered go teaching at primary and high schools 

about their previous experiences, illustrated with color pictures. It has become 

obvious to our youth that there is nothing heroic about being a drug addict, and that 

helped a lot. 

Despite the objectively lowering crime rates and near absence of physical violence, the general public is 

not convinced. And of course it’s true: in the city center and at the airport you have to watch your money. 

Nasty, but not really dramatic. I have become a victim myself of inverted crime: somebody brought me a 

bicycle rather than stole it. I left it unlocked on the street for two weeks in case it was a mistake, but 

nobody picked it up, neither stole it. Even the police did not want to have it. So there was no other way 

than become an inverted criminal myself and give it away to somebody. I still feel guilty. 
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